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A European cross national issue 

Women have a higher life expectancy at 
birth than men

(Less advantaged in terms of healthy life 
expectancy)

Differences in life expectancy at birth 
between women and men (Eurostat 2017)
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What is Gendhi about? An opening example

→ Gendered bodies constructed over the life course?

Source : WHO 2015
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What is Gendhi about? An opening example

→ Gender biases in health care? 4



Gendered bodies constructed over the life course?

Gender biases in health care?

→ Whatever the age, social class and origin ?  Why ?

→ Does it vary across pathologies  ?  Why?

All these questions need to be investigated by different disciplines

Research questions
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Gender and health: What do we know?

1/ Descriptive but lacks theory (e.g Hammarston et al., 2018)

• Gender = statistical difference between men and women (e.g Courtenay 2000) 

• Gender = proxy for biological processes that vary within each sex (e.g Duprez et al., 2009)

2/ Theoretical but lacks grounding on data

• Gender and health <=>  women’s health

• Biological perspective ? (e.g Springer et al., 2012)

• Socialisation of gendered bodies ? (Singh-Manoux and Marmot 2005)

• Gendered health care system ? (e.g Ruiz et al., 1997) 

→ Beyond comparison of prevalence, processes that construct gendered health
inequalities over the life course (Lancet 2019)

→ A multidisciplinary perspective
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Research ambitions

• To tackle the question of the intertwined relations between the social and the biological

→ the biological may impact the social
→ demonstrate how the social becomes biology

• To analyse how gender, as a bi-categorical system of hierarchy and representation
between the sexes (men/women), plays a role at every step of the way in intersection
with class and race

• To synergise concepts

→  socialisation (sociology) / embodiment (epidemiology)

→  trajectory (demography, sociology, economics)/ life course (epidemiology)

→  intersectionality (sociology) /multivariate approaches (economics and epidemiology)

→  causality (sociology, demography, economics, epidemiology)
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Why a French focus?

A complex question to be answered globally

• a multidisciplinary approach

• quantitative and qualitative studies to be combined

• on the very same questions

• on differently gendered pathologies

A focus on one country to analyse in depth processes that construct gender health

inequalities with an intersectional approach
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Why these four pathologies?

Widely prevalent in European countries and gender differences in diagnosis
and/or treatment

● Hypertension and myocardial infarction underdiagnosed in women

● Depression underdiagnosed in men

● Colorectal cancer easy diagnosis with biomarkers, no gender bias?

● Covid-19 : different gender bias
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Data sources 
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The Gendhi research community
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Gendhi commitments

• To produce knowledge

• To develop a model 

• To foster a network 

• To train young researchers  

• To ensure societal impact 

• To shake scientific boundaries 
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Thank you for your attention!

https://gendhi.eu/
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Additional slides
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Ethical issues, research integrity 

• Ethics as a collective process

• Compliant with GDPR directives for storing and reporting data
• DPO officers, regular ethic committee

• Informed consent, retraction at anytime

• Specificity of working on health, with children and patients

• Best practices for scientific integrity both for researchers and early career 
researchers

• Inclusive research team (gender etc)

• Harassment and discrimination : european chart
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Risk management

Scientific risk

• under representation of most disadvantaged social class and non-majority 
race/ethnicity people

• refusal of consents for qualitative studies

Management risk

• disciplinary conflict
• personal conflict
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Working together in practice (1)

1. Recruitment phase: European call
• Coordinators (by all PIs)

• PhDs, Post-docs (by PIs + research partners)  

1. Kick-off meeting (2 days): whole network
• PI, coordinators, PhDs, post-docs, research partners including clinicians; 

all pathologies; collective definition of hypothesis, objectives, and methods

• with SAB + invited experts

3. Data collection, analysis, and results + regular meetings 

3. Year 4 & 6: International symposium  
• discussion of first results and start disseminate our findings

• policy panel (NGOs, administration,…)
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Working together in practice (2): each year

- Whole network
- Each June, 2 days
- Discussion of results, pbs met,…

- Whole network + SAB + invited 
experts

- Each December, 3 days

Bi-annual 
seminar

Bi-annual seminar
+ annual meeting

with SAB 

Analysis : 
centered on each 
pathology

Analysis Analysis

Coordination / supervision :
• Coordinators follow analysis, (distance) meeting once a month + platform (thematic internal forums)
• Steering group (PIs + coordinators) : once a month
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Guide Lines European Society for Cardiology 
(ESC sept 2019)

Higher PTP→ More performant diagnosis and therapeutic  strategies
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Guide Lines European Society for Cardiology (ESC 2013)
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Analytical and methodological approaches 

-All senior members of the project involved in defining the variables selected for the quantitative
analyses, the interview schemes for the qualitative fieldwork, and the content analysis coding
scheme

-Working groups will examine & interpret findings in an integrated manner

Quantitative
-Factor/correspondence analyses, hierarchical bottom-up classification & generalized linear
models
-Causal pathways will be examined using mediation analyses, counterfactual approaches &
instrumental variable models

Qualitative
-Interviews & ethnographic observations integrally transcribed, coded and analysed

→ Throughout we will use both deductive and inductive approaches
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